censorship or classification (1)

Doorway of a Vancouver store selling pornographic books and movies. The black B.C. cougar has become widely accepted as a symbol for "adult" merchandise and is no longer limited to its original use in advertising for theatrical motion pictures.

film censorship: guidance or control?

by Ben Achtenberg

In late September, motion picture censors from throughout Canada met in Vancouver to talk over the theory and practise of "film classification." A recent interview with British Columbia's Classification Director, R.W. MacDonald, touched on some of the problems and issues that were discussed at that meeting and clarified the way the present system of government movie monitoring works in the Pacific Province.
Even if you're not calling it censorship anymore, isn't it still true that if you don't approve a film it can't be shown — and therefore people can't see it?

MacDonald: Yeah, it can't be shown. Well, the distributor could appeal it; we do have an appeal board, but they haven't appealed a classification for years. Usually these films are of such a character that even the most liberal-minded person would say it's a complete washout anyway. There's no story, you know; it's just completely sex from one end to the other, with maybe some violence thrown in or something. The entertainment value is extremely low, except to a very small proportion of the public. Of course, I suppose those people are being denied their rights, but if we had a fourth category maybe we could take care of them too.

It also depends on how a picture is advertised and handled. You know, the attitude I had in the beginning was that if a picture was approved it should be able to show any place, but I've changed my ideas on that. It has evolved in my time that certain theatres have begun to build up a clientele of people who expect to see a certain type of picture that you wouldn't see in any everyday theatre. These theatres can get away with showing certain kinds of pictures, and I have no complaints from their patrons. The Eve theatres are an example of this. We have some others that are probably a little stronger, we have some that show soft-core pornography, simulated sexual intercourse...

"Is the Director a privileged person that he may remain unsullied by those pictures which he does not approve for the public?"

The Director is not the guardian of the public morals, as this question implies. He does not attempt to assess any possible damage a picture might do to the morals of the average adult person. Instead, he bases his decision on the potential offensiveness of such a picture to a large portion of the public.

"Why am I not allowed to decide for myself what pictures I wish to see?"

The approval of the Director is not to be construed as permission for you to see a picture. It is in fact permission to an exhibitor to show a picture to the public. You still make the decision, with the advantages provided by the Director.

— from Film Classification, a pamphlet by R.W. MacDonald

While the seldom-used Appeal Board is appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, Film Classification Director is a Civil Service position. In addition to classifying films and deciding which can or cannot be shown, the Director may edit out scenes that he doesn't consider suitable for public showing. He must also see and approve all advertising for films and can require ads to include his warning captions as well as the classification. ("Restricted" films must also display the warning symbol of a black B.C. cougar.) The Director also has the very crucial power to issue (or refuse to issue) licenses to film exchanges and theatres which wish to operate in the province.

MacDonald: We have five people all told in this office. There's myself and two Assistant Directors of Classification, a clerk and a projectionist. I've been here for quite awhile, since back in 1950. I was appointed by the coalition government that we had at that time. They were defeated just two years after that and the SocRed government was in for about 20 years, and then the NDP came in.
Facade of Vancouver’s Eve Theatre on the new Granville Mall. The theatre shows softcore pornography and has its own specialized clientele.

What were your qualifications for the job? Did you have a background in the film industry or what?

MacDonald: I’ve been here 25 years; what more can I say.

No I wasn’t involved in film. I got the job through a friend who knew that my predecessor was looking for somebody to replace him. Before that I worked with the Treasury Office of the National Harbours Board, and before that the war was on and I was in the Navy.

The lady before me was the stenographer and she was promoted to be the assistant to Mr. Hughes, who was Director at that time. This was before the day of women’s lib; at that time it was totally inconceivable that she should take over the Director’s job. There was another fellow, a school principal, and I came in to make a fourth. After he and the Director resigned there was just two of us for the best part of 20 years and that was a terrible strain, so I kept after the government and after many years I finally got through to them. The younger fellow here now, Mr. Casey, is 20 years old, a graduate of Simon Fraser University. We had a Civil Service competition with about 80 applicants and he was first. He’s very up to date in his views and all that. He understands the philosophy of the thing very well.

We have differences of opinion on a film sometimes, but I’m in the happy position that I’m the one that counts. But I certainly do listen to them; sometimes it takes a little longer than others to reach a decision, but most times we agree on the category.

9(2)(a) General, being suitable for all persons; (b) Adult, being unsuitable for or of no interest to persons under the age of eighteen years; (c) Restricted, being suitable only for persons of the age of eighteen years or over.

- An Act Respecting Motion Pictures
  Chapter 27, 3 April, 1970
  (emphasis added)

“General Entertainment... should contain nothing that ought to offend any normal individual or group... the ‘Mature Entertainment’ category advises parents that the Director considers such pictures unsuitable for children... The ‘Restricted Entertainment’ category was introduced in 1961 as an answer to the challenge of frank and realistic modes of expression... The underaged person must be accompanied by a parent or other responsible adult who will sign a special form accepting responsibility for their attendance and who must remain with them during the entire showing of the picture.

- from Film Classification, by R.W. MacDonald

The categories are set up in the legislation and the amendments to it. All I can do is make recommendations. If my recommendations were accepted, why, we would have a fourth category and the age for “restricted” would be dropped to sixteen, and there are a couple of other things I would like to get.

We have three categories of classification and for years I’ve been trying to get a fourth category. I’ll give you an example of the reason for that: said that last year we didn’t approve 14 out of 1125 films. Now it’s a possibility that if we had a fourth category, most of those that were not approved could be put into that category. The reason these films were not approved is that I feel that each category has a certain informative value to the public. Now if you take the restricted category and throw every picture into it, well, people aren’t going to have any range of idea as to what this is all about, you see. It could be anything from a film that totally would outrage certain people to something that’s really not so bad at all. So there’s not enough range there and I would like to see a fourth category. Some of the films that are in the restricted category now I would probably also put in the fourth category.

So you would really like to do away with the traditional kind of censorship altogether?

MacDonald: Yes, I think eventually we could get over to a system of complete classification.

“A system of classification aims to protect without limiting freedom. The power to prohibit, irrespective of how often or how seldom it is exercised, limits freedom, and it limits freedom of a very special kind... the power [of citizens] to decide for themselves what they shall read, hear or see.”

- B.C. Civil Liberties Association
  March, 1972
  (emphasis added)

Do you have specific criteria in mind in deciding what category to put a film into, or whether to approve a film, or does...
it just depend on your immediate reaction when you look at a film?

MacDonald: It’s entirely on the basis of my reaction, and the first time you see it is more important than any subsequent time. If I have to see a picture two or three times, it’s never the same. I have to bear in mind that my first impression is more reliable than the others, because that’s the impression that most of the public will get.

When I look at a show I’m not looking for anything; I’m waiting for the picture to do something to you see, and I’m really relying on my own reaction and the reaction of my two associates. If the picture is such that we have to discuss it we may talk over how we will word the caption and things like that. But we’re not looking for specific things in the picture; I don’t think it’s possible to operate that way.

Do you ever base your decisions on classification on issues other than drugs, sex and violence?

MacDonald: No, I don’t think so, although there’s the possibility of it. In times past people making fun of religion used to be a problem, and racism too, but racism has never been a big point with us. I’ve had some black people phone up about certain pictures; I think some of them are a little oversensitive. There was one just the other day, Mandingo; they were complaining that it was racist. Well it dealt with racism, but I wouldn’t say it was racist to the point of being offensive to black people, because it was more or less documentary in showing things the way they were. What I would call racism is if they really demeaned these people by saying, “Well, they’re really getting what they deserve by being treated this way.” That would be another matter. We could take that into consideration, we could even throw a film out for that. We do have that power. Anything that would offend the public.

Usually, though, when a film is not approved or restricted it has to do with explicit sex; sometimes with violence, but with violence we tend to rely on the warning. It’s a funny thing, people who are turned off by violence usually don’t mind sex, and vice versa; people who are completely turned off by sexual content don’t seem to mind violence too much. I don’t know if there’s a psychological fact involved in this, but I have noticed it.

Can individuals still lay charges of obscenity against films that you have classified?

MacDonald: We’ve had a number of pictures where somebody filed a complaint and then the morality squad decided to lay a criminal charge. The last one they did that with was Oh, Calcutta. Now Oh, Calcutta was a filmed stage play and it’s really more or less just a risqué picture because there’s very little nudity and that sort of thing. We get pictures far more explicit in a sexual way. Actually it was the picture; I don’t think it’s possible to operate that way.

I’ve been criticized for these captions for just the reason you said: “All you’re doing is advertising the picture.” Well, if that is a side effect, OK, but I’m not concerned with it. The thing which concerns me has taken place, that people have been adequately warned. Now if some people want to use those warnings as an indication to them that they’re going to like this picture, well, why shouldn’t they? They’re adult people; if they go there and are upset or something, they knew in advance. A lot of these pictures, especially at the Eve, are completely concerned with sex and that’s the usual caption we put on them.

"A hard-won principle which has been established in Canadian, British and American courts is that a film or book is to be judged as a whole and not on the basis of its individual parts alone... The power given to the Director to cut is one which easily erodes and threatens this principle... the Director is given an unusual power over the film distributor, and one which we regard as highly dangerous. If he can cut, he can negotiate and lay down conditions... What is more, he practices this office outside the public view... Far more menacing than the power of post censorship is that of prior censorship... which is not essentially public, which is in the hands of an administrative officer and not the courts, and which encourages that officer to see his desk as that of an editor.”

B.C. Civil Liberties Association
March, 1972

As far as cutting is concerned, the only thing that I have ever troubled to do anything with for quite a while now is oral sex. We don’t allow that in. It’s totally illogical but well, I’ve got to do something. When you’ve only got three categories to work with, what can I do?

We’ve taken the policy of not allowing oral sex, and that’s about the only thing that’s removed. It does sometimes happen that there will be a cut to get a film from the restricted category into mature, or from mature to general, but very rarely. If I’ve restricted a picture and they say “Well, we’d do better with this in mature; is there anything we can do? If we took out this and that would it be OK?”, often I’ll agree. We’re sort of bargaining, the distributor or exhibitor and ourselves.

Do you get any feedback from the film audience?

MacDonald: We get very very few audience complaints. If I get four complaints about a picture, that to me is a flood of complaints. But I suppose there must be an awful lot of other people who would have complained but don’t want to go to that trouble. You do think about those things, and I have
changed classifications from mature to restricted on two or three occasions because of people's complaints that they went there with their children and it was no picture for kids to see. I can't think of any examples right now; I'm terrible for titles.

Somebody takes his wife and kids to see a show and if there's no classification on it they're going to perhaps be shocked by what they see. If there wasn't anything to warn them I think they'd have a legitimate complaint. It's an area of shock; they're taken by surprise. But if we put a classification on it, and we augment the classification by a warning caption that gives them something to go on, if they still go to see this show they haven't got anybody to blame but themselves if they're offended or upset.

The people who are upset more than anybody are the men; it's usually the man that's embarrassed in front of his wife and children. I don't know why this is, but that's my experience, the way I've seen it over the years. Sure, women can be upset too, but I think men are far more... It's the fact that they have been personally embarrassed more than anything else that causes the complaints.

And as I say, we have an unwritten agreement with the theatres about where a film can be shown. The distributor Cinepix has these Eve theatres all over the country and they have their own clientele, so there's no problem. Or the Golden Slipper downtown, or the Night and Day Theatre on Main Street. They have their own clientele, you know, a bunch of loggers that come up from up-country. They come down, and they're usually unattached males, though we do get some couples that go in to see these pictures.

And they're nothing from start to finish but this flimsy little story – maybe you've seen some of them yourself in your time. They'll start off with the guy stripping the girl's clothes off and they get very intimate and they might have a bit of oral sex there... which I usually cut out – and then he's lying on top of her and her legs are spread and they go through all the motions. And it's just one thing after another and then another girl comes in and then this guy's got two girls working on him, you see, and then this girl goes off somewhere and maybe she gets a lesbian scene. And finally for some reason they all get together for an orgy and that's the finale of the picture. I could write these things in five minutes, and there's just one after the other like that.

But the people who go to them don't mind, they want to see this kind of thing. They're content to pay their money to see it, and nobody's hurt because nobody goes in there with his family. I think they have a place in society, though their place should be very, very well defined. Nobody should be inveigled into seeing something that they don't want to see, or through somebody's neglect go in and see something that they don't want to see. I think that if you take care of that aspect of it things should work out. What's obscene to one person may not be obscene at all to somebody else.

You get used to it after a while. I get almost all the films. I must have seen in excess of 20,000 I suppose; I tried to figure it out at one time.

You know this job has got to be experimental, you've got to be always trying something. You're supposed to be able to find out what the general acceptance of the public is, in which case you've got to go out and contact the public as much as possible. And even then you don't know for sure, so it's always experimental in a way.

I think the more people know about what we do and why we do it, the more effective we're going to be. I go and talk to schools and universities, to the service clubs like Kiwanis and Rotary and things like that. I go on the hotline shows – it's quite a little challenge, keeps you sharp to have to explain what you're doing and meet people's complaints. It keeps the thing alive. I talk about pictures and my work any day. I've involved myself with it totally.

MacDonald appears to have used his powers as British Columbia's Classification Director with moderation and intelligence, at least in recent years. But there is no sure guarantee that his attitudes will remain the same, or that his successors in office will share the same attitudes. The troublesome fact remains that the Province's censorship law provides extremely broad powers to edit films or prevent them from being shown on the basis of anything the Director thinks might cause "offense" to the "normal" public. While MacDonald has limited his concern to sex and violence, nothing prevents a later Director from cutting or banning films because of their political or social content. And despite the fact that MacDonald favors getting away from censorship and using classification instead, in practice the fact that a large number of films are placed in the "restricted" category means that most teenagers never get to see them. (How many high school age kids are willing to take their parents along on a date?)

The B.C. Director of Classification doesn't have to be – and MacDonald isn't – a trained filmmaker or editor. He may be an intelligent and perceptive viewer but cannot be expected to understand the way the parts of a particular film work together in the way that its "author" can. When the censor sees a film, the filmmaker is robbed of the right to have the integrity of his or her work preserved, and the public is prevented from seeing the work as a whole. The distributors are not interested in protecting the film from cutting; they are anxious to go along with anything that will help them get a "better" classification. The Director can and does use his power to negotiate with the distributors, and water down films as he sees fit.

The B.C. Civil Liberties Association has urged the censors assembled in Vancouver to do away with censorship and limit themselves to classification. In many of his statements, Mr. MacDonald appears to sympathize with this point of view.

But why should the government be in the business of film criticism at all? A government official who has the power to classify still has, even if to a lesser degree, the power to coerce. This is doubly true so long as he also has the enormous clout that results if he is in charge of granting licenses to distributors and theaters. Even if he can't actually edit or eliminate films, he can still make it clear to theatre operators that if they persist in showing pictures he doesn't approve of their licenses will be in danger. Some people might feel this is OK as long as it is only being used to keep hardcore pornography out of the neighborhood theaters, but nothing prevents a future Director from deciding that social criticism or political controversy is also "offensive" to be shown to the general public.

Film criticism should be left to critics. The government has no proper role in the process of judging what communications people should be free to see, hear or read.

Freelance filmmaker Ben Achtenberg graduated from Harvard College and has an M.A. in Communications from the University of Pennsylvania. He is deeply involved in community organizing and with media questions. Author of The Cable Book: Community Television for Massachusetts, he contributes regularly to television. He has also worked in all phases of film production and has extensive experience in video and photography.
Our house is your house.

FILM HOUSE

Our house is your house.
If you’re a customer of Film House, you know us already.

If you’re not, we wish you could speak to someone who is.

Because the new Film House is building a business on service. On happy customers.

In an industry that depends on quality, we’ve been working to make our name synonymous with the finest quality there is. To make Film House the finest one-stop film-making facility on the whole continent.

In our laboratory, in our sound theatres, in our equipment rentals, in every detail of our service to our customers, we’re working to live up to our slogan.

“Our house is your house.” This folder is about the people and the machines that serve you.
Here's Another Facility
Professional Negative Services

Eva Fleming's company is dedicated to the idea that your camera original deserves all the care, skill and experience of the best professional people. P.N.S. offers a complete selection and cutting service on 16 and 35 mm camera original:

- Checkerboard and single roll cutting
- Panavision Cutting
- Negative selection and assembly for producers dealing with optical house services.
- Package prices for contracted series of ten shows or more.

Eva Fleming's cutters are thoroughly trained to meet the highest standards of technical expertise and work quality. And they're right in the House. Phone 869-1958.

Editorial & Sound Associates

Al Streeter and his team offer film and sound editing to fit any budget and schedule, and they too, are right in the House. With the lab downstairs, they can collect rushes right after processing. (They do their own edge coding so you don't have to stand in line).

Their editing rooms are right next to our mixing and production theatres. No time wasted in running around town, and their sound effects library and transfer facility is one of the most complete in the country.

Score Productions Canada Ltd.

Lew Lehman is a pianist, composer, arranger, script writer and musical editor of international repute. He's done the music for over 100 television shows like "The Doctors", "Police Surgeon", "Starlost", and "The Price is Right". His music library is one of the finest in North America, and it's all here at Film House. Whether it's stock music or a specially orchestrated score for television or films, Lew Lehman and Score Productions can look after all the details.
Here are some of the People

Bill Hambley, Laboratory Manager. From Technicolour in England, 30 years' lab experience with special skill in negative handling and cutting.

Len Baker, Laboratory Supervisor — Nights. Started with Technicolour in the 40's, now runs the shop for us in the wee small hours, to ensure that your work is ready in the morning.

Dave Herrington, Chief Timer. Apprenticeship at Rank's Denham Laboratones, now among the best in this delicate craft.

Ron Morby, Product Control Supervisor. An all-round 20 years' experience in lab work, knows all functions and procedures.

Paul Norris, Customer Service. Paul handles most client calls, arranges work scheduling, and keeps customers informed of work progress.

Ken Unwin, Plant Engineer. One of the industry's best film equipment engineers. He knows all the mechanics and all the chemistry.

And, here are the latest Services

Eastman Colour Negative II. 16 mm Colour Reversal Intermediate (CRI). Ektachrome and Gevachrome with sound. Answer and Release Printing. Special Note: The Preprint and Neg Assembly Departments now combine with the Printing Room for maximum efficiency and production cleanliness. The Sensitometric Control and Chemical Analysis Lab are the nerve centre of the whole operation.

The new ECN II developing machine is twice as fast, and its demand-drive gives us constant developing of both 16 mm and 35 mm, so you have no down-time delays.

We've installed a new demand-drive ME4/EC03 Reversal Developing machine. We've refurbished another machine to handle the CRI-I process exclusively. This way, we maintain pure chemistry for CRI's, avoid cross-contamination, and produce CRI's of highest standards.

The Gevachrome 903 Developing machine is now in production, giving low contrast reversal release stock with better sound. The new 16 mm E/Col Positive Developing machine is fast and allows cutting-in, on the run, for your rush prints.

To keep up with the E/Col Positive Developing machine, we have set up a brand new Seiki high-speed Optical Reduction Printer. This means optical quality for commercial prints, 16 mm CRI's, internegs, and colour masters.

Finally, we have dual high-speed projectors for fast clearing of your prints. If you want to compare different stocks, you can have dual, side-by-side screenings.

All of this has one purpose. To serve you better.

Rentals

Stan Ford is the Manager, ably supported by his Maintenance Engineer, Wayne Jones.

They offer for rent: 30 rooms for editing and production. Synchronizers and Splicers. Moviolas and Steenbecks, Nagras III, IV, IV2's, SN's, and Mikes. Single and double system projectors.

It's much cheaper to rent than to buy this expensive equipment, and Film House attends to the maintenance.

There are dozens more, chemists, printers, processors, all chosen for dependability and consistency of performance.
First, some of the people

Dorothy Emes, Bookings Manager. Fourteen years scheduling and expediting at CBC. Dorothy traffics the flow of all sound work, bookings, shipping and costing.

Clarke DaPrato, Mixer and Manager, Sound Department. Thirty years’ experience in the art, including nineteen years as Chief of Sound for the National Film Board.

Paul Coombe, Mixer and Assistant Manager. Seventeen years in the industry, Paul is favourite mixer for many of Canada’s commercial and documentary producers.

Ian Jacobson, Mixer. Started with New Zealand Broadcasting Commission, then to CBC, then Film House, in 1971. A fully qualified commercial re-recording mixer.

Tony van den Akker, Mixer. Began with Cinecentrum in Holland, joined Film House in 1965, has worked in every phase of sound.

Cyril Steckham, Machine and Transfer. Twenty years with the Rank Organization (Denham labs) in England, and the CBC in Canada, plus 12 years with Film House. Exceptionally thorough knowledge of projection and sound equipment.

Leo O’Donnell, Technical Director. Started with the Australian Broadcast Commission, joined BBC in 1954, Canadian National Film Board in 1958, Film House in 1973. One of the most inventive sound engineers in North America.

Wilson Markle, Technical Liaison & Sales. Fourteen years in the industry in California and Canada, as producer, mixer, editor, engineer, and lab manager. Wilson brings a wealth of TV and film experience, to solving clients’ film and sound problems.

Now, the Services

Film House has three sound theatres, each with multi-track pickup recorders. Two have narration booths, and one has a complete post-sync effects and dialogue replacement facility. Together they provide the capacity to meet the varying requirements of individual shows, all at one time.

All are equipped with complete equalization and signal processing devices. They provide the most efficient track enhancement, or special effects, that a producer might require.

There are more than 600 sound effects cartridges and a ¼" library of 20,000 sound effects provides a complete studio effects library. There is also a complete music library on the premises, so a producer has almost any effect, or stock music, right at hand.

Finally, there are three complete magnetic transfer bays and two optical transfer chains, with full track processing facilities right on Film House premises.

The Theatres

THEATRE 1 — 16 channel, 3 output console, equalization in all channels, three compressors, noise suppressor, narration booth, multi-surface effects floor, twin projector looping, dialogue post-sync recording, special effects equalizers.

THEATRE 2 — 24 channel, 6 output console, equalization in all channels, three compressors, noise suppressor, special effects equalizers, 1" eight-track mix-down, stereo and multi-track mixing.

THEATRE 3 — 7 channel, 3 output console, equalization in all channels, two compressors, noise suppressor, narration booth, special effects equalizers.

Four echo chambers may be patched into any theatre. Film House has Magna Tech and Multitrack dubbers and recorders. Twenty-seven dubbers ensure sufficient requirements for all theatres.

Here’s What We Transfer

From:

Mono ¼" — Pilotone, Perfectone
Rangertone, Fairchild
50 Hz, 60 Hz, 100 Hz, or without sync
2 track ¼"

Nagra Stereo — sync
½ track ¼"
Cassettes
NAB Cartridge
16 mm mag — edge or centre track
16 mm stripe
16 optical
35 mm mag — 3 track, 4 track, 6 track
35 optical

To:

Mono ¼" with Pilotone or without sync
Mono ¼" or ½" track
2 track ½"
16 mm mag — edge or centre track
16 stripe
35 mag stripe
35 mag or 3 track, 4 track, 6 track
16 optical
35 optical
Cassette

Film House engages continuously in the development of new techniques and equipment. Current projects are Multitrack optical, requiring minimum modifications in present equipment, and a 16 mm Telecine Unit, mixing to ¾" helical cassette.

When you add these altogether, these facilities offer a very complete sound service. And the people running them are determined to give you the best there is.
Our house is your house.

22 Front St. West
Toronto Canada

Phone: Area Code 416
Days  363-4321
Nights 363-4323
24-hour service